A self-developed experimental facility by the national engineering research center of novel equipment for polymer processing, named as a coaxial barrel dynamic rheometer, is used to test the Weissenberg number and the first and the second normal stress difference coefficient for polymer melt and the effect of vibration parameters on them in vibration shear field. At the same time, it can be used the synergetics analysis method into explain the effects of elasticity stability of polymer melts. The testing principle of the rheometer is to transform the shear power of a motor and extrusion pressure in shear field to melt viscosity. The shear field can simulate orthogonal superposed vibratory flow, boundary vibrating pressure flow, and their combined flow. By comparing equation predictions with experimental results, a satisfied-qualitatively and reasonable-quantitatively predictive ability is shown, which verifies the work of mathematical derivations.
INTRODUCTION
The vibration field is introduced into the whole plasticizing and extrusion process. So the plasticizing and extrusion for polymer melt is deeply affected by vibration force field, from many experimental phenomena, it is made the apparent viscosity and elasticity of polymer melt decreased [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The synergetics analysis method is an analytic tool for nonlinear problems that has been successfully applied to many nonlinear problems [10] [11] [12] . In this dissertation, a simple review on analytic techniques for nonlinear problems and a systematic description of synergetics is given.
Weissenberg number and the first and the second normal stress difference coefficient for polymer melt and the effect of vibration parameters on them in vibration shear field. At the same time, it can be used the synergetics analysis method into explain the effects of elasticity stability of polymer melts.
Thus Weissenberg number is [13] ： We=λωγ 0
But the above experiment did not give constitutive relation of viscoelasticity flow and the next step in-depth study to it. In polymer processing, synergetics studies is a new research fields, Haken researched it in his works [14] . Plastics processing under vibration force field could be considered as cooperative selforganized process. Synergetics studies could give constitutive relation of viscoelasticity flow under vibration force field.
Material and Preparation
LDPE with the trademarks of Q200, provided by Shanghai Petrifaction Ethylene Ltd., China, respectively, were used in these experiments. For LDPE, the density and the melt flow index measured under standard test conditions were 0.78 g/cm3 and 2.196g/10min (190℃, 2.16kgf).
HDPE with the trademarks of 5000s, provided by Yangzi Petrifaction Ltd., China, respectively, were used in these experiments. For HDPE, the density and the melt flow index measured under standard test conditions were 0.954 g/cm3 and 16.3g/10min (190℃, 2.16kgf).
Apparatus and Methods
A self-developed experimental facility by the national engineering research center of novel equipment for polymer processing, named as a coaxial barrel dynamic rheometer, is used to simulate and recurrence the polymer melts under the vibrating shear force field in dynamic moulding processing.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
When barrel was brought to bear vibration and mandril started circumrotating, the polymer melts was full of loop workaround but to be not extruded, the melts of loop workaround came under orthogonal superposed drag vibration shear. Orthogonal superposed on plate vibrational drag flow Fig.3 .
Overplate have stability drag velocity vx in x-axial, meanwhile, vibrational stimulate was brought in y-axial, therefore, orthogonal velocity component was brought in drag plate. , Fig.3 showed the polymer melts flow between infinite plate. Do parallel moving to suddenly start in X, as vibration was brought in orthogonal y-axial, the polymer melts was perturbated in orthogonal orientation. The distance between the plates was H, suppose Y direction was orthogonal to a flat plate, perturbation velocity component. , ,
Synergetics equation show as follow [15] .
Here ，
To make ： Used to characterization of strain loss thickness under vibration flow along the excitation direction. If the shear rate was unchanged, as vibration frequency increasing, relaxation time decreases, Weissenberg number decreases, increasing of strain loss thickness became slow.
Strain as the order parameter decided other variables of system, control parameters is Weissenberg number. Strain perturbation thickness increased with Weissenberg number increasing, it drop with Weissenberg number decreasing. Vibration was brought to vibrating pressure flow field, by controlling the change of vibration frequency and amplitude, corresponding to control the change of Weissenberg number, to drop the change of strain perturbation.
It can obtain that the relationship Weissenberg number We with vibration amplitude and frequency change at vary shear rate. Formula (1) became as follow [20]:
(7) Here λ=1/f Fig.4 and Fig5 showed relation between of vibration frequency f and Weissenberg number at vary amplitude LDPE and HDPE (  ＝80s-1), it may be known that, at a fixed shear rate (  ＝ 80s-1), it showed that the trend of Weissenberg number drop with frequency increasing to the polymer melts, the trend of Weissenberg number drop slowly at a frequency, at a fixed frequency. At the same time, it showed that the trend of Weissenberg number drop with amplitude increasing to the polymer melts. Conversely, the trend of Weissenberg number increase. We     It may be known by order parameter equation, in orthogonal superposed combined flow field, order parameter eigenvalue can be predicted in determining by Weissenberg number. It may be known by prediction and measurement, Weissenberg number drop with frequency and amplitude increasing, as Weissenberg number decreasing, strain perturbation drop, synergetics analysis method into explain the effects of elasticity stability of polymer melts.
CONCLUSIONS
By use of measurement in dynamic viscometric experiment for LDPE, and HDPE in this paper, stability of viscoelastic fluid in several classical cases of flat vibrating shear flows, such as an orthogonal superposition of vibration, is studied, order parameter equation of the polymer melts in these flows are deduced, too. By comparing equation predictions with experimental results, a satisfied-qualitatively and reasonable-quantitatively predictive ability is shown. Weissenberg number drop with frequency and amplitude increasing, therefore the mechanical properties would be modified.
